Walberton Parish Council comments on February
2020 HELAA

Walberton Parish Council (WPC) is writnn to state its concerns and objecton to the latest Housinn and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) (February 2020). These are:
♦
♦
♦
♦

there have been sinnifcant channes without consultaton
there are incorrect facts
site identfcaton is not evidence-based or compliant
impactnn the Stratenic Gap between villanes is a sinnifcant step away from the Natonal Planninn
Policy Framework (NPPF) and Arun District Council (ADC) planninn policy

Introduction
ADC invited Parish and Town Councils back in February 2016 to partcipate in meetnns to discuss Stratenic
Housinn Land Availability Assessment, SHLAA, now HELAA, and the allocaton of housinn.
These meetnns were intended to have the parishes and ADC workinn tonether in consultaton.
There have been no meetnns since January 2019 and no communicatons since about any channes beinn made
to HELAA. From 2016, WPC has worked with Arun in tryinn to correct errors in the HELAA but none of these
were implemented. In February 2020 a new HELAA was produced without any notfcaton to or consultaton
with WPC , or any other parishes as far as we are aware, and this remains incorrect.

In May 2016
our Parish
looked like this
on HELAA.

Since then many sites have been nranted planninn permission, culminatnn in a total of an additonal 387
houses.
As a result of the February 2020 revision to HELAA our Parish now looks like this.

The HELAA states consultaton with Parish Councils is part of the process. This is enshrined within the Natonal
Planninn Policy Framework (NPPF) which refers to “A plan for the future development of a local area, drawn
up by the local planninn authority in consultaton with the community.” However, there has been no
consultaton on either the October 2019 or this new updated HELAA dated February 2020.

Assessment of HELAA
On inspecton this new HELAA is noted to have several sinnifcant inaccuracies and inconsistencies, described
further below, which means its methodolony cannot be considered anreed, objectve or consistent as the
HELAA states is its own requirement. Nor can it be considered accurate which is also a requirement of the
HELAA (ADC HELAA Report 2019 (AHR19) secton 2.32, “The HELAA should be reviewed and updated on an
annual basis in order to ensure that the informaton contained within it is as accurate as it can be.”).
Therefore, it is felt the selectons are at best misleadinn and make the HELAA not ft for purpose. As it is used
as part of the evidence base for planninn policy documents and policy formulaton (AHR19 secton 1.6, “The
HELAA assessment is important evidence used to inform plan makinn”) these must be corrected, and any
selectons impacted by correctons reconsidered before the HELAA can be considered ft for purpose.

A number of the documents pertaininn to the HELAA individual site assessments have been updated.
However, the previous detailed versions of the site assessments from the 2016 are no lonner present, only a
summary document. This makes evaluaton of the reasons for a channe in classifcaton challenninn and not
transparent. For the Neinhbourhood Plan Review submission we are oblined to provide a list of channes to aid
its external assessment. Presumably such a courtesy does not apply to HELAA and instead we are oblined
either to check and download all of the site informaton on a renular basis and keep hold of it to enable such
comparison to be made. Obtaininn the documents from the ADC website has been challenninn as they have
often been unavailable due to server errors.
Note: the HELAA colour codes and defnitons are used in the examples below. HELAA reference numbers are
quoted to aid identfcaton of sites.

HELAA inaccuracies
The HELAA clearly states its methodolony for selecton, which is based on the NPPF. This methodolony has not
reported robust, up to date evidence as also required by the NPPF.
Secton 27 of the Localism Act 2011 (as amended) requires local planninn authorites to promote and maintain
hinh standards of conduct and adopt a local code of conduct, which should refect the seven principles of
public life, nenerally called the Nolan Principles. These include objectvity which requires “usinn the best
evidence” for decision makinn. It is felt this HELAA does not fulfl these criteria.

Errors
In our basic review of the data presented, a number of errors are apparent.
1. As at October 2019 there were several sites which had planninn permission previously nranted, that
were stll shown on HELAA as red and therefore supposedly “not currently developable”. This has now
been belatedly corrected. These included
a. Reference 94, Sunny Corner: permission nranted 6/6/2019
b. Reference 18WA2, Wandleys Farm: permission nranted 8/4/2019
c. Reference 18WA5, Lanes End House: permission nranted 13/12/2018
2. The NPPF defniton for deliverable is “…ssites for housinn should be available now, offer a suitable
locaton for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospecf fhaf housin will ee
delivered on fhe sife wifhin 5 years.” This is echoed in ADC’s classifcaton in the nuidance notes for
the HELAA interactve map. The NPPF expands on this by clarifyinn that in partcular”, to be
considered available “now” these sites as “major developments” should have planninn permission.
Many of the Blue sites within WPC do not have planninn permission. These sites include
a. Reference FON3, Land to West of A27
b. Reference NEWWA13, Wandleys Farm, East of Wandleys Lane
c. Reference HP3, S&G Motors
d. Reference NEWWA12, Land at Freeman Close, Easternate Lane
e. Reference 18WA4, Land south of Walberton
f. Reference 17WA1, Land north of North Pound and West of Tye Lane
n. Reference 146A, Choller Estate, Land to north and west of Barnham Lane
The HELAA itself states that delivery within 5 years is not possible for some of these sites catenorised as
Blue.
3.

Deliverability estmates are not known for some sites, but they are stll promoted within the
document. These are promoted as top-level estmates, even when it is known that sinnifcant foodinn

and infrastructure restrictons means the yields would be lower. The data can therefore not be
considered robust nor refect the known true estmates and should be revised. Examples of this
include
a. Reference 146A, Choller Estate, Land to north and west of Barnham Lane: “Could be
considered as a potentally developable site as no major constraints but substantal policy
constraints mean delivery within 5 years is unlikely so put into the lonner term yields. Flood
mitnaton measures will need incorporatnn.” Further consideraton would hinhlinht the area
as beinn habitats for protected species, further delayinn any development beyond the 5-year
constraint.
b. Reference 18WA4, Land south of Walberton. It is noted that the land occupied by this site is
part of that allocated to reference 123, Pineon House Farm and Land to the South of Dairy
Lane, a site classifed as not currently developable due to constraints and a lack of suitability,
availability or achievability.
4. Some of the sites classifed as “Deliverable” are located within the nap between setlements to be
protected between Walberton and Barnham, as described in ADC’s Adopted Local Plan Policy [SD SP3].
This would be expected to reduce the possibility of delivery within the 5-year period. These include
a. Reference 18WA4, Land south of Walberton
b. Reference 146A, Choller Estate, Land to north and west of Barnham Lane.
5. Some of the sites classifed as “Developable” are located within the setlement nap to be protected
between Walberton and Barnham, as described in ADC’s Adopted Local Plan Policy [SD SP3]. These
include
a. Reference WA6, Choller Estate, Land south of Easternate Lane
b. Reference 18WA3, Walberton House, The Street
c. Reference 19WA1, Land to the north of Elm Grove, Barnham
6. There are errors in the identfcaton of the Parishes in which sites are located. For example, reference
NEWWA13, Wandleys Farm, East of Wandleys lane is listed as beinn in Yapton Parish. It is in
Walberton Parish.
7. There are errors in the assessment and descripton of individual sites. For example, reference FON3
(Site at Land to West of A27) states under constraints that there is a lack of public amenites and
facilites, thounh it is very close (an easy walk) to those at Fontwell, includinn 2 fast food take-aways,
nrocery store, petrol staton, off licence, racecourse, bar and restaurant, never mind those in Slindon.
These are easily found on a desk-based assessment.

Inconsistencies
There are inconsistencies within the HELAA documents provided, where the proforma summaries and map do
not anree, nor do the colour classifcaton of the HELAA sites. In other places, site constraints are reported
inconsistently between comparable locatons. These lead to a questoninn of the reliability and validity of the
rest of the HELAA revision.
Examples of this include
1. Reference NEWWA14, Land to the rear of Woodacre. The map view states Amber
(developable/deliverable in 6-10 years) while the textual support document states, “Not currently
developable”.

2. Reference 18WA3, Walberton House, The Street. The map view states Amber
(developable/deliverable in 6-10 years) while the textual support document states, “Not currently
developable”. The Neinhbourhood Plan entry for this site is also missinn and should read No.
3. References 146A, 19BA1 and NEWEG2, to name but a few, are noted as beinn outside the Built-up
Area Boundary. This is not hinhlinhted in the constraints in other areas such as 17WA1 and NEWWA12.
4. Reference 18WA4, Land south of Walberton, is noted as “Site is within the Barnham to Walberton
Gap. A small part of the site covers part of a Local Green Space.” This constraint is not noted for other
sites that also suffer these constraints, such as references WA6, 18WA3 or 19WA1.
5. Electricity pylons are considered constraints in reference 19A1 but not in other areas affected by
electricity pylons.
6. Landscape buffer is considered in the suitability summary in reference 111 but is not considered in
WPC areas for other deliverable sites except 18WA4.

Not up-to-date
1. This HELAA is dated February 2020 and so would be expected to be up-to-date, as indeed the NPPF
mandates. However, the document stll refers to old data or expired tmescales, for example
2. Reference 17WA1, Land north of North Pound and West of Tye Lane, states “As at Sept 2019 promoter estmates submission of planninn applicaton (full / detailed) in November 2019.”
3. Reference NEWWA13, Wandleys Farm, East of Wandleys Lane, states “Promoter estmates submission
of planninn applicaton (outline) in Jan 2020.”
4. Reference FON3, Land to West of A27 states “As at Sept 2019 promoter has estmated that ...”
5. Reference NEWEG2, site at 1 Northfelds Cotanes, Fontwell Avenue, states “Promoter estmates
submission of planninn applicaton (outline) in January 2020”. It is noted that this partcular developer
is already circulatnn literature to local residents referrinn to what could be considered to be a
currently incorrect “Deliverable” HELAA assessment.

Green Infrastructure Corridor
There are fve sites in the Stratenic Gap between Barnham and Walberton references 146A, WA6, 18WA4,
18WA3 and 19WA1. Some are also part of the Green Infrastructure Corridor.
As the Natonal Planninn Policy Framework (2019.133) states the Government ataches nreat importance to
Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keepinn land permanently
open; the essental characteristcs of Green Belts are their openness and their permanence. It contnues to
state Green Belt serves to check the unrestricted sprawl of larne built-up areas and to prevent neinhbourinn
towns merninn into one another as well as assist in safenuardinn the countryside from encroachment. It is also
there to assist in urban reneneraton, by encouraninn the recyclinn of derelict and other urban land. It also
states that a local planninn authority should renard the constructon of new buildinns as inappropriate in the
Green Belt (NPPF, 2019.145). These areas also create a wide ranne of environmental and quality of life
benefts for local communites includinn wildlife corridors for local protected species, such as Bats, as the
HELAA reconnises.

A look at the overall HELAA could sunnest Green belts are not beinn protected but tarneted, and that urban
reneneraton is beinn replaced by urban sprawl, anainst NPPF objectves.

Housing numbers
The new HELAA, we have noted now includes einht Blue sites totallinn 777 dwellinns and fve Amber sites
totallinn 265 houses.

Blue sites (Deliverable)
Reference
FON3
NEWWA13
HP3
133
NEWWA12
18WA4
17WA1
146A

Sife
Land to West of A27
Wandleys Farm, East of Wandleys Lane
S&G Motors (part of the Neinhbourhood Plan)
Land to the rear of Woodcroft (permission nranted 28/11/19)
Land at Freeman Close, Easternate Lane
Land south of Walberton
Land north of North Pound and West of Tye Lane
Choller Estate, Land to north and west of Barnham Lane
Tofal

Dwellin s
55
123
27
8
72
222
146
124
777

Amber sites (Developable)
Reference
NEWWA14
WA6
WA9
WA2
19WA1

Sife
Land to the Rear of Woodacre (part of the Neinhbourhood Plan)
Choller Estate, Land South of Easternate Lane
Land to the rear of Woodlands, Cresta
Land at Dower House, Parsons Walk
Land to the north of Elm Grove, Barnham
Tofal

Dwellin s
6
105
24
10
120
265

In the 2011 census Walberton Parish had 875 dwellinns.
By 2021 we will have 1,295 – an increase of 48% in 10 just years
Addinn our Neinhbourhood Plan Review sites will nive us an increase of 55%.
Were even only half of the blue sites to be developed our increase would be 99%.
Complete development of all of the listed blue and amber sites in the HELAA nives a new total Parish size by
2030 of in excess of 2300 dwellinns – an increase of almost 270%. With the current and proposed state of
transport and public facilites this cannot reasonably be considered to be sustainable as required by the NPPF
(2019).

Conclusion
Workinn tonether was the intenton back in February 2016 – we are prepared and willinn, but it would appear
that ADC has channed its mind and is innorinn us and other Parishes.
We are not NIMBYs but believe that ADC’s revised 2020 HELAA is misleadinn, inaccurate and not ft for
purpose.

Walberton Parish Council
4th May 2020.

